
Learning Swedish
using a smartphone.

š



Technical background

Today smartphones are easily accessible. 

New tools and affordances are found.

Language learning:

- Broadening vocabulary. 
- Improving grammar.
- Enhanced listening and speaking skills.

 



Refugee background

163 000 applied for asylum in Sweden 2015.

Many can not attend the states Swedish classes.

New technology, new learning possibilities.

This is of interest to the host nation. 



Why is learning Swedish important?

Open doors to employment and to sociocultural 
interaction.

We asked ourselves:  “Which smartphone tools do the 
refugees generally have knowledge of and use to learn 
Swedish?”



Method
Qualitative interviews. 

Restad gård, the 
municipality of 
Värnersborg. 



Juan, 26 

From: Syria
In Sweden: 9 months

“The phone is one of the 
most importants things 
I have.”

“I learnt Swedish on my 
own, I started with 
Duolingo.”

“Without English or 
Swedish you have lots 
of difficulties.” 



Khansaa, 44

From: Syria
In Sweden: 4 months

“I always ask a friend for 
advice and recommended 
websites.”

“There are not enough 
resources on the phone to 
learn a new language.”

“I use it for Swedish 
and Arabic translation.”



Mentioned in interviews

Mentioned the most: 
Duolingo, Lexin smart.

Mentioned by two:   Podcasts 
and radio.



Conclusions from interviews

- Little information about language learning 
provided.

- Perception that there are not enough tools.
- Technology perceived as being limited.
- Smartphones affordances not taken advantage 

of fully: 
- Language learning apps.
- Media in easy Swedish.
- Collaborative language learning platforms.



Theory in consideration

Affordance:

is a combination of how something can possibly be used in 
relationship to someone's need to use it. 

In the smartphone there are some hidden affordances.

Information is needed to find use.



Conclusion

Most people own a smartphone.

The smartphone is an important device with great potentials 
for language learning.

Language learning can be done for specific purposes. 

More information about online tools is needed.
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